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I. Reading (30 Marks) 	 I 
A. VOCABULARY (16 Marks) 	Lk4S 

A) Choose the best answer from a, b, c and d. ( 4x28 marks) 

1- My mother told me to .........................carrots in to small circles to make salad. 

a- run 
	

b- score 	c- chop 
	

d- attract 

2 - She was so ................that she drank down one glass of water after another. 

a- thirsty 
	 b-religious 	c- original 	d- spacious 

3 -1 have to take my umbrella because it is raining ...................outside now. 

a- rarely 
	

b- heavily 	c- impatiently 	d- cautiously 

4-Wind power moves a special .............to make electricity and avoid pollution. 

a- valley 	 b- icecap 	c- luggage 	d windmill 
B) Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list below. (4x2=8 M) 

(especially I soil I rise/ film! ancient) 

5- Visitors can visit Kuwait National Museum to see ... ancient......and historical things. 

6- We need a special camera to .......film..........our interview with the school principal. 

7- Plants and trees need suitable .......... soil ...............and enough water to grow up. 

8- The sea is very beautiful, ... especially ..............when the sun shines over it. 
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B- Reading Comprehension (14Marks) 
Read the foiowinr' passa'e carefully, then answer the questions below: 

Long ago, on an island, lived a family of seven sisters. The oldest girl ruled the household, 

and her sisters obeyed her commands. Flora, the youngest sister, was sent to the forest each day 

to gather wood for the kitchen fire. Near the forest was a river fell over the rocks into a cave. 

Flora often rested there on her way home after gathering wood in the forest for hours. 

One morning as Flora ran along the river, she saw a little fish, tell  am going to keep the fish 

for a pet," said the girl to herself. "I will call him Rainbow." So she caught the pretty fish, made 

a small pool and put him inside. The next day, Flora went to the forest for wood. She carried 

some bread and stopped at the cave. The fish was waiting for her. He came to the edge of the 

pool and she fed him. Flora used to be lonely, but now she had a friend. Every morning, instead 

of eating the bread which her sister gave her, she would save it to feed her pet. 

A-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d (4 x2 =8M) 

9. The best title for this passage is ............................... 

a) The Wonderful Girl. 

b) The Tasty Bread. 

c) Gathering Wood. 

d) The Falling River. 

10. The underlined word she in paragraph 2 refers to................. 

a) the friend 

b) the youngest sister 

c) the pretty fish 

d) the oldest girl 
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11. The underlined word gather in the 1st  paragraph means 

a) obey 

b) fall 

c) collect 

d) rest 

12. The purpose of the writer in the second paragraph is to 

a) inform us that the fish liked the bread. 

b) persuade us that the fish was called Rainbow. 

c) explain how to save bread. 

d) tell us that the girl is no more lonely. 

B) Answer the following questions: (3x2 = 6M) 

13- Why was Flora sent to the forest every day? 

She was sent to the forest to gather wood. 

14. What did Flora do with the fish? 

She kept it for a pet / She called him "Rainbow/She fed him bread 

15. How can you say that Flora is a kind girl with her pet? 

Because every morning, instead of eating the bread which her sister gave her, she 

would save it and feed her pet. I She kept a fish as a friend. 
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II- Writing (30 Marks) 

A- GRAMMAR(9 Marks) 

a) Choose the correct answer: (3x1=3 marks) 

16- (That / These / This) rich people are kind because they help the poor.They always give 

them ( an / a / some ) food and money.Those poor people (should / shouldn't / have) receive 

local helps to live and survive cheerfully. 

b)Do as required between brackets: (3x2=6 marks) 

17. This is my friend. He always helps me a lot. 	 (Join using 'who') 

This is my friend who always helps me a lot. 

18. A Chinese cook discovered fireworks in the past. 	 (Make passive) 

Fireworks were discovered in the past (by a Chinese cook). 

19. My father has got a new smartphone. 	 (Make negative) 

My father hasn't got a new smartphone. 
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B-Writing (17 Marks) 

"Energy is very important It provides us with electricity to lead a good life." 

Plan and write a well-organized paragraph of [8 sentences] about (sources of energy). 

The following words will help you: 

( non-renewable / coal / oil / renewable / wind / sea water ) 

NB: (Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting ideas and a conclusion) 

Write your plan here(2M): 

Rubrics for checking Writing: 

Rubrics Mark 
Total 
Mark 

Planning (mind mapping/ graphic organizers) 2 

Exposition of ideas, paragraphing and number of sentences. 12 

Spelling and grammar. 1 

Handwriting 1 
17 

Punctuation 1 

2 marks to be deducted for changing the format. 
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Write your topic here 

Pani Ideas, Spelling Handwriting Punctuation Changing Total 
pagraphrng and format 

and no. of grammar 
sentences. 

_2 12 	1 1 1 1 -2 17 
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C-Spelling ( 4 Marks) 
Fill in the missing letters in the following sentences : (4 x 1 = 4 Marks) 

20-Muslims should r - c-- te the Holy Quran r - gu - any. 

a- ......... recite ........... 	b- ......... regularly ............ 

21- Success r-  qui - es hard work and am - it - ous feelings. 

a.......... requires 	 b .......... ambitious ......... 
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